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PROGRESS TO DATE 

We’ve reached two milestones this month!  

Drain-laying has begun and the first 10 tanks are now live and on the system.  This means reinstatement 

work can begin and the Treatment Plant is receiving effluent. 

Loveridge have now installed 34 on-property tanks, over 50 boundary kits and over 40 on-property pressure 

lines. 

The treatment plant construction is complete.  After some delays with the power supply to the treatment 

plant, power is now connected and livened.  The plant is receiving waste and is ready for commissioning.  

However we will not begin to discharge into the disposal field until we have sufficient flow to the plant (i.e 

enough onsite STEP tanks commissioned).   This is to ensure that we have sufficient bugs in the treatment 

tanks to break down the wastewater as well as sufficient flow to maintain the treatment processes.  We are 

expecting to begin discharging to the disposal field once 20 onsite tanks have been commissioned.  

Fencing and other finishing touches on the shed are still due to be completed.  

The long term groundwater, stream and treatment plant sampling regime required by Resource Consent is 

being set up for Council operators and will start from September. 

SEPTEMBER WORK PLAN 

With 22 STEP tanks remaining to be installed Loveridge will continue with this work throughout September. 

Drainage works will also continue in a similar order to the STEP Tank installations.  

Innoflow will continue minor works at the treatment plant, such as fencing and finalising the access track. 

Final commissioning of the treatment plant is expected to be completed in the next couple of weeks.  

We will be arranging information packs for homeowner & occupants over September for the installed tanks.  

These information packs will provide you with some information on your tank, how it works and what not to 

flush.  

PROJECT TRACKING 

Tank installations and boundary reticulation connections will continue over the next two months. Drain-

laying and reinstatement is being completed following the tank installations.  The completion of the tank 

installations is dependent on other factors – primarily the extent of relaying old private drainage and 

ensuring no storm water can enter the wastewater the network. 
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BLOCKAGES & ALARMS 

With new STEP tanks being brought online it is worth mentioning the care and maintenance of your new 

tank may seem like a big change but the one thing that will not change is the issues caused by blockages.  

We’re still in the process of finalising operational arrangements and information packs for residents and 

homeowners.  In this transitional period please be vigilant and ensure we are notified when an alarm is 

triggered. The STEP tanks have a filter, pump and pipework that are still subject to blockages caused by 

foreign objects.   Please be careful what you flush down the toilet - remember the three ‘Ps’ – pees, poos 

and paper only. 

Maintenance of the STEP tanks is the Councils responsibility but the level alarm is the first inkling that there 

may be an issue. If you receive an alarm, you can silence it by pressing the red button on the control box 

but please ring Loveridge Ltd on 021 780 438 to make us aware there is an issue.  A contractor will then 

respond and ensure the issue is addressed and ensures there is no sewerage overflow.  

With that in mind please remember that the treatment plant also reliant on natural processes to treat your 

effluent and any large doses of chemicals will have an impact on these processes; just as they would in 

your old septic tank. More information will be forthcoming over September. 

PHOTOS TAKEN THIS MONTH 
 

  
 
Evidence drainage is now shadowing tank installations. 
 
 

PROJECT QUERIES 
If you have any queries regarding this project to date, or its progress going forward, please do not hesitate 

to contact myself or Coral-Lee Ertel by email trent.deakin@westernbay.govt.nz or coral-

lee.ertel@westernbay.govt.nz 

 

Best regards, 

Trent Deakin – Technical Support Project Engineer 
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